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To all whom it may concern: ' 
Be it known that we, LIBANUS M. Tom) 

and CHARLES G. TIEFEL, of Rochester, in the 
county of Monroe and.‘ State of New York, 
have invented certain new and useful Im 
provements in'Methods of Protecting Com~ 
mercial Papers; and we do hereby declare 
the following to be a full, clear, and exact 
description of the same, reference being had 
to the accompanying drawings, formin a 
part of this speci?cation, and to the re er 
ence-numerals marked thereon. 
Our present invention has for its object 

to provide a novel method of protecting 
commercial paper, such as bank checks, 
drafts or other negotiable instruments hav 
ing a monetary value, whereby fradulent 

1 attempts to change or alter the original 
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amounts for which they are drawn or made 
out will be prevented and the invention con 
sists in applying to such instruments char~ ' 
acters indicating the amount above which 
the instrument is not to be honored in such 
a manner that any attempt to change or al 
ter them will be apparent and readily de 
tectable. I 

. In carrying the invention into eifect we 
‘ employ two classes of characters, one, such 
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as numerals, employed for indicating a lim 
iting amount or the exact monetary amount 
or .value of the instrument, the other char 
acters being used for stopping oil’ or limit 
ing the length of the line of numerals or 
corresponding characters, whereby addi 
tional numerals cannot be applied either in 
front of or behind those ‘originally im 
pressed upon the instrument by the maker 
thereof. These two classes of characters are 
made especially distinctive by making them 
by means of impressions having different 
characteristics such, for instance, as'print 
ing the amount indicating, characters in an 
ink of one color and the other in an ink of 
contrastingcolor, or the character of the im 
pressions may be made particularly distin 
guishable by making the stopping off or 
limiting characters of a conventional design 
appearing in relief within a ?eld, while the 
amount indicating characters are of block 
type form, all to the end that the superpos- v 

Speci?cation of Letters Patent. 

' ters employed will be 

ing of a numeral on either of the limiting 
characters, without such alteration of the 
mstrument being apparent, will be pre 
vented. ' - - ' 

-The_ invention has for its further object 
to ap .ly the above mentioned characters 
in sue a manner that the ?bers of the in 
strument will be disrupted so that any at 
tempt at erasure or alteration thereof will 
result in effectively destroying that portion 
of the paper, and the invention also compre 
hends the impressing of the amount indicat 
ing characters or numerals in such a manner’ - 

one of a higher 013%?" - that the superposing of 
der, upon another of a lower order will act 
to destroy the paper and the alteration ofa 
numeral of a low order by hand work to‘ 
zepresent another will be capable of detec 
1on. ‘ - 

To these and other ends the invention 
conslsts in certain improvements and com 
binations of parts all as will be hereinafter 
more fully described, the novel features be 
ing pointed out in theolaims at the end of 
the speci?cation. - v 

In the drawings the several ?gures show 
a series of impressions each consisting of a 
plurality of amount indicating and limiting 
characters which may be used for marking 
commercial paper in accordance with our 
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invention, Figure 1 showing the preferred . 
manner of forming the impressions of both 
classes of characters and Figs.’ 2, 3, 4 and 5 
villustrating various modi?cations thereof. 

In carrying out our invention the charac4 

or applied to a note,_draft, stock certi?cate, 
or other instrument (by a suitable printing 
apparatus such as that disclosed in the prior 
joint application Serial No. 412,224, ?led by‘ 
Charles G. Tiefel and Libanus M. Todd 
for printing apparatus, January\ 22, 1908, 

85 
preferably stamped ‘ 
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which ‘is adapted to successively impress‘ 
‘_or print upon a check or other instrument 
various characters in _élj1kS of contrasting 
colors. ' - -' 

‘ The amount indicating characters which‘ 
are employed for ijndicating the exact 
amount for whichian'instrument is made; 
out or an '. amount'above which instm; 
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ment will not be honored are preferably 
the ten digits one or more of which may be 
selected for this purpose. When several of 
them are used they will be preferably ar 
ranged in a straight line and located in 
juxtaposition for the evident purpose of 
preventing the insertion of othersbetween 
any two of them. In order to prevent pre 
?xing and su?ixing other numerals there 
are to be arranged at each end of the line of 
printing in proximity to the terminal nu 
-merals the additional limiting or stopping 
o?’ characters such as the dollar sign or 
pound sterling‘ mark a and b respectii ely 
which may be located at the left hand nd 
of the line to indicate the kind ofcurr cy 
denominated inthe instrument, and ano'her 

' > conventional character 0 which occupies a 
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corresponding position at the right hand 
end of the line. I - 
The amount indicating characters or nu 

merals designated by 01- are made distin 
‘ishable from the limiting characters and 

gibm each other by forming the im ression 
thereof in different ways to the en ‘ that a 
fraudulent intent ‘to raise or alter the 
amount will be readily detectable. One way 
in which the two classes of characters may 
‘be differently formed or impressed is shown 
in Fig. 2, 1n which those indicating the 
amount may be printed with an ink of a 
given color, such as red, and those limiting 
the amount printed in another contrast 

- color, such as black, which would e?ectually 
$5 
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prevent superposing a character of one color 
upon another ‘of di?erent color. Reliance 
need not be placed upon colored inks to lend 
contrast to the two classes of characters as, 
distinct characteristics may be given to 
these by merely printing the numerals in 
blocktype form, as indicated by e in Fig. 3, 
and inclosing the limiting characters f and 
g within surrounding ?elds or vice versa, 
which would prevent the superposing of 
one upon another of their substitution. In 
order to provide another safeguard and fur 
ther ‘prevent the’ alteration of an amount, 
we provide means for thwarting an attempt 
to change the numerals themselves by con 
verting or altering the lower digits, such as 
the one, two, three and zero into the larger 

' remaining ones of the series as, for instance, 

‘so 

changing the numeral 1 into numeral 7 or 
.. 2 into 8. This object may be accomplished 

E55 by printing some of them in an ink of one 
color and others in, an ink of another color, 
,or printing each in a different color. How 
ever, as these, impressions are for con 
venience madejbya suitable machine the ap-. 
plication. of'multiplicity of colored ‘inks to 
the several;v characters would be inconvenient 
and we believe the spirit of the invention 
may ,benjelfl'ec'ted and the fraudulent altera 
tion of ‘commercial paper prevented by using 
only two colors for ‘printing the numerals 

Liliane‘? 

or amount indicating characters, such as 
red and black, or'any other two contrasting 
inks. The numerals which are more sus 
ceptible .to changes are those above men 
tioned, viz., the one, two, three and zero, 
and these might be printed in black ink, the 
remaining digits being printed in red as 
indicated by the reference letters‘? and R 
respectively, in Fig. 1. ., 

indelible inks used _'n the manner de 
scribedwill o?er a great safeguard but our 
invention contemplates anotiher step in ren 
dering the amount indicating characters 
distinguishable from each other and also 
distinguishable-‘from the amount limiting 
characters. In carrying. out this feature of 
the invention we emboss the paper by means 
‘of suitable type so as to stretch or disrupt 
the ?bers of the paper within the areas de 
?ned by the outline of the characters, by 
means of narrow parallel slits or cuts, which 
permits the ‘ink or inks to impregnate the 
?bers of the paper. In the preferred form 
of the invention the slits in some of the 
amount indicating characters or numerals 
will extend in one direction, preferably at 
an angle to a horizontal line, while others 
will extend in a diiferent direction and the 
lines of severance or stretching of the ?bers 
of the paper forming the limiting or stop 
ping otf characters will extend in still an 
other direction relatively to those of the 
numerals. This manner of forming the 
various characters is important as it pre 
vents any attempt to superpose one of a 
higher order upon another of a lower order 
without detection. Should even the simplest 
change be attempted such as the converting 
of the numeral one into a seven the altera 
tion will be apparent because the embossed 
lines of the last mentioned ? re extend at 
an angle to those of the 'ormer. lli‘ur 
ther the superimposing of impressions upon 
the paper by means of type which embosses 
the paper in'slits eiitending to ‘each other 
would result in removing portions of the 
pa er. _ > 

nthe preferred method of forming the 
limiting or stopping off characters these will 
be used in the manner indicated in Fig. 1' by 
a, b, and c, as the embossing of the paper in 
?elds surrounding the conventional devices 
will prevent their eradication and any pos 
sible superposing of other characters there 
on. ~ It will be understood however that these 
limiting devices may be made similar to 
the numerals, that is without the surround 
ing ?elds, as shown in Fig. 5 but when so 
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designed it is desirable to arrange their 
lines of embossing at an angle to the corre 
sponding lines of the numerals. Further 
these characters‘ may be solid ?elds and‘ 
while their particular outline or‘sha'pe is 
immaterial we prefer in such a case to make 
them rectangular and approximately of a 
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' being also printed in an in 
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length and height equal to or slightly larger 
than the corresponding dimension of the 
largest digit as indicated by d in Fig. 4:. 
We claim as our invention: 
1. The method of protecting negotiable 

paper instruments against fraudulent alter 
ati'on, consisting in disruptin the ?bers of 
the paper and impressing t ereon one or 
more amount indicating characters, and also 
impressing on said disrupted ?bers, before 
tihd after said amount characters,'?elds af 
fording grounds within which conventional 
characters are surcharged, said characters 
di?'ering in outline from the amount indi 
cating characters. 

2. The method of protecting paper instru 
ments having a numerical or monetary value 
consisting in applying thereto, two or more 
numerals a phed to the instrument by im 
pressi'ons 0? different characteristics which 
disrupt the ?ber of the paier, said numerals 

' of a given color, 
and also applying to the instrument before 
and after the numerals impressions which 
disrupt the ?ber of the paper and impress 
thereon conventional characters, said char 
actrrs being also printed in an ink of avcolor 
contrasting that ‘in which the numerals are 
printed for preventing subsequent printing 
of a‘ numeral on said characters to pass ob 
servance undetected. - 

35 

3. The method of protecting paper instru 
ments having a monetary value consisting in 
applying to the instrument impressions of 
two characters which sever the ?bers of the 

'paper in a plurality of parallel lines, the 
lines of severance in one character extending 
at an angle to the lines of the other char 
acter. - ‘ 

4, The method of protecting commercial 
paper having a numerical or monetary value 
consisting in applying to the instrument by 
impression thereon one or more numerals 
before and after which limiting characters 
are applied, said impressions disrupting the 
?bers of the paper in a plurality of parallel 
lines, the disrupted lines .a of the numerals 
and limiting characters extending in dif 
ferent directions. ' - ' 

5. The method of protecting commercial 
paper having a numerical or monetary value 
consisting in applying to the‘instrument by 
impression thereon one or more numerals 
before and after'which limiting characters 
are applied, said impressions disrupting the 
?bers of the paper in a plurality of parallel 
lines, the disrupted lines of the numerals 
and limiting characters extending in di?er 
ent directions, said impressionsbeing made 

'further distinguishable by printing the 
amount indicating numerals in an ink of a 
given color and the limiting characters at 
each end- thereof in an ink of contrasting 
color. ' 

LIBANUS M. TODD. 
CHARLES G. TIEFEL. 

Witnesses: . 

‘RUSSELL B. GRIFFITH, 
H. H. SIMMs. 

copies of this patent may be obtained-for ?ve cents each, by addressing the “ commissioner of Patents. 
. Washington, D. C.” ' - 
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